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In the paper [1] there are derived very general existence theorems and uniqueness 
criteria for the characteristic initial problem of the partial differential equation of the 
second order. 
For the partial differential equation of the fourth order uxxtt = f(t, x, u, uxx, utt) 
the existence and uniqueness theorems are derived only on the supposition that the 
function ffulfils the Lipschitz's condition [3]. In what follows there is mentioned the 
existence theorem for an other class of functions/ which is similarly general as that 
in [1]. 
Let 
D = {t, x: 0 S t = T, 0 = x = L, 0 < T < oo, 0 < L < oo}, 
Ii = {x: 0 = x = L, 0 < L < oo}, I2 = {t: 0 g t = T, 0 < T < oo} 
and letf(t, x, u, v, w) be a continuous function in D x R3 and let (p0(x), q>i(x) e C
2^), 
Mt)^x(t)eC2(I2). 
In the domain D consider the partial differential equation 
(1) uxxtt=f(t,x,u,uxx,utt) 
and the characteristic initial conditions 
i/(0, x) = (p0(x), ut(0, x) = (px(x), xelt 
u(t, 0) = il/0(t), ux(t, 0) = <K(0, t e I2 
where cpo(0) = ^0(0), <p0(0) = ^(0), ^(0) = i/ro(0), q>[(0) = i^(0). 
Definition 1. We say that the function u(t, x) is of the class C*(D) if u(t, x), uxx(t, x)» 
utt(t, x), uxxtt(t, x) are continuous in D. 
Definition 2. The function u(t, x) e C*(D) fulfilling (1), (2) is said to be the solution 
of the problem (1), (2). 
The function u(t, x) e C*(D) fulfilling in D the inequalities 
(3) uxxtt(t,x)>f(t,x,u,uxx,utt), 
IS 
u(0, x) £ <p0(x), ut(0, x) £ (pt(x), 
( } u(t, 0) £ i/,Q(t), ux(t, 0) £ ^t(/) 
is called the upper function of the problem (1), (2). The function u(t, x) e C*(D) 
fulfilling in D the inequalities 
(5) uxxtt(t, x) < f(t, x, u, ̂ ixx, utt), 
u(0, x) S <Po(x), uf(Q, x) g <pt (x), 
(6) u(t, 0) £ ip0(t)f ux(t, 0) 5i M ) 
is called the lower function of the problem (1), (2). 
Definition 3. The function g(x, z) is said to be of the class G[0, a] if the following 
holds: 
1. g(x, z) is continuous if 0 <J x S a, z }> 0; 
2. g(x,z)^0,g(x,0) = 0; 
3. g(x, z) 51 g(x, z) for every z 5̂  z; 
4. if for a > 0, y > 0 the function z(x) = z(x, a, y) is the solution of 
X Xl 
z(x) = y ~ + g[x2, z(x2 - a)] dx2 dx-, 0 <I x ^ a, 
o 0 
such that 
z(x, a, y) = 0 if x <; 0, 
Z*(*, a, y) = 0 if x <I 0, 
then there holds 
lim z(x, a, y) = 0 as y -» 0 
uniformly in x and a. 
Denoting uxx(t, x) = t?(t, x), utt(t, x) = w(f, x) for (r, x) e D, the system 
(7) w(t, x) = <p0(x) + i/r0(0 - ^0(0) + tlcp^x) - ^(0)] + 
+ xtyt{t) - ^(0)] - r^i(0) + 
t tl X Xl 
+ I f(t29x2,u,v,w)dx2dx1dt2dti, ffij» 
•a-
X Xi 
w(t, x) - fi(t) + xft(t) + f(t, x2,u, v, w)dx2 dot. 
« . 1 
(8) v(t, x) ш <p"0(x) + tq>i(x) + I f(t2, x, u, v, w) d*2 dí., 
(9) 
is equivalent with the problem (1)> (2) in the domain D. 
16 
Theorem 1. Let cp0(x)9 q>t(x)e C
2(/i>, M0> MO % C2(I2) and gt(t9 z)e G[0yT]9 
g2(x9z)eG[09L]. 
Let for arbitrary 0 < K < oo the function f(t, x, u9 v9 w) be uniformly continuous 
for (t9 x) e Dand —K < u9v9w < Kandletfor(t9x)sDand — oo < u9 v9 w,#, w < op 
hold 
(10 |f(t, x, u9 v9 w) ~/ ( t , x, i/,£, #) | g ^( t , I o - V |) + g2(x, | w—9]). 
Then there exists at least one solution u(t9 x) e C*(D) of the characteristic initial 
problem [1], [2]. 
Proof. Denote 
u0(t9 x) = <p0(x) + t>0(0 - ^o(0) + t[<Pi(x) - (pt(0)] + 
v0(t, x) = (p0(x) + t<px(x)9 
w0(t, x) = ^o(t) + x<h(t). 
Let a > 0 be arbitrary; for (t, x )eD we define the functions ua(t9x)9 va(t9x)9 
wa(t9 x) as follows: 
t fi X Xi 
ua(t9 x) = u0(t9 x) + /[^2 5^2>"a02-
a>^2)>^ a02-a,x2) , wa(t2, x2 - a)] X 
o o o o 
xdx2dxidt2dti9 
(12) va(t9x) = v0(t9x) + 
t *i 
flh > *> ua(t2 - a, x), ua(*2 - a, x), wa(f2, x - a)] d*2 dtt, + 
o õ 




/[*> *2 > Чz(ř - a> *г)> va(t - a, x2), wa(ř, x2 - a)] dx2 dx,, 
where 
for trgO, 0 :§ x = L there is ua(t9 x) = (p0(x)9 
(13) for * = 0, 0 = x = L there is ua(t, x) = cp0(x) + t<l>I(x), 
and for 0 = t = F, x ^ 0 there is wa(t, x) = ^0*(t) + x\j/\\t). 
In this way the functions ua(t, x), va(t9 x), wa(t, x) are given in all domain D, since 
by (11), (12), (13) they are given for 0 = x = a, 0 = t = a, then for 0 g x ^ a, 
a _ t = 2a, ... and so on up to cover all the domain D. These functions ua(t9 x), 
va(t9 x), wa(*>, x) are continuous in D. For a sequence {aM}, where a„ > 0, lim a,, = 0 
as n -* oo, we can define in such a way sequences of functions {uan(t, x)}, {#an(l, x)}, 
17 
{wan(t9 x)}. If we prove that the functions in each of these sequences are equiconti-
nuous, then from these sequences we can choice by the Arzela —Ascoli theorem 
uniformly convergent sequences, the limits of which, as <xn -> 0, satisfy the system 
(7), (8), (9). 
From assumptions on the functions <jPo > <Pi > iAo t ̂ i and from the uniform continuity 
of the function f we obtain: 
for xelx and tel2 there holds 
(14) | 9 I ( * ) I S - V I . \^r(t)\SM29 \<p'[(x)\^MZ9 \+\(f)\£MA 
and for (t9x)eD9 — oo < u9 v, w < oo there is 
(15) \f(t9x9u9v9w)\SM. 
Let (o(S) be the continuity modulus, for which co(0) == 0, (o(St) g (o(S2) if Sx ^ S2, 
such that for arbitrary x9 x + helx and t9 t + kel2 there holds: 
| <p0(x + A) - <p0(x) | ^ (o(h)9 | (pl(x + A) - <p"0(x) | S <o(h)9 
(16) | (pt(x + A) - (p0(x) | S <o(h)9 | <p'i(x + A) - q>l(x) \ g co(A), 
| ^0(t + k) - ^o(0 I .S co(fc), | </fo'(' + *) - f0'(01 -S 0)(ft), 
I *i(* + ft) - * i ( 0 I £ co(ft), | *V(' + ft) - fiXO I ^ co(fc), 
if 0 < K < oo is such a constant that 
(17) K ( t , * ) | < K , K ( f , x ) | < K , |w a ( t , x ) |<K 
is valia for (t9x)eD and arbitrary a > 0, then from uniform continuity o f / w e 
have 
(18) |/(t , x9 u9 v9 w) - f(t9 x9 u9 f>, #) | S 
£ <o(\ t - f I) + 0)(| x - x I) + co(| w - u |) + Ct)(| V - V |) + 0)(\ w - ft I) 
for (t9 x) eD9 (i9 x)eD and ~ K < u9 v9 w9 u9
!d9 # < K. 
Hence from (12), (14), (15), (16) we obtain 
(19) | ua(t + k9x + h)~ ua(t9 x) | g 
^(1 + T)<»(A) + (1 +L)(o(k) + \k\[Mx - ? i ( 0 ) + .L|^(0)|] + 
+ | A | [ M 2 ~ ^ ( 0 ) + T |^ (0 ) | ] + M L T ( l | A | T + l | f c | L + |A| |fc|) 
for x9 x + A 6It, t9t + ft e J2, 
(20) \va(t + k9x)-va(t9x)\ £ | f t | ( M 3 + MT) 
for JC e / j , t91 + ft e I2 
and 
(21) I wa(t9 x + h)-~ wa(t9 x) | g | A | (M4 + ML) 
for x9x + helt9 tel2. 
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From (19), (20), (21) it follows that the functions ujjt, x) are equicontinuous in D 
for each a,, the functions v,$t, x) are equicontinuous according to the variable t and 
the functions wan(t, x) are equicontinuous according to the variable x. 
Since there is 
| va(t + k,x + h) - va(t, x)\<,\ va(t + k,x + h)- va(t, x + ft) | +
 : 
+ I 9o(x + h)~ 9l(x) | + 111 | <p'[(x + h) - <p'[(x) | + 
+ va(t, x + h)- va(t, x) - {<p'0(x + h)- <p'0(x) + t[<p\(x + h)- <(*)]} | 
and for x + h e It from (20), (16) we have 
| va(t + k,x + h)- va(t, x + h) | g | k | (M3 + MT), 
| <p"0(x + h)- <?'0(x) | + 111 | <p\(x + h) - <p'[(x) | £ (1 + T ) <o(h), 
it suffices to prove that for every e > 0 there exists a 5 > 0 such that there is 
(22) | va(t, x + h)- va(t, x)-
- {<p"0(x + h)- <p"0(x) + t[<p\(x + h)- <p'[(x)}} I < 8, if | h | < 5, 
for all a > 0, 0 g x g L, 0 <. x + h < L, 0 ^ t ^ T. 
Similarly it must hold for the function wa(t, x) that for every e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 
such that there is 
(23) | wa(t + k, x) - wa(t, x) -
- Wo(t + k)- *o(0 + xWi(t + k)- V[(t)]} | < e, if | k | < 8, 
for all a > 0, 0 <. x g L, 0 ^ t <. T, 0 g t + k ^ T. 
We prove only the (22) because the proof of (23) is the same one. Denoting 
(24) VJLt,x,h)-
- | va(t, x + h)- va(t, x) - {<p'0(x + h)- <p'0(x) + t[<p\(x + h) - <p\(x)]} | 
by (13) there is Va(t, x, h) - 0, if * < 0, 0 £ x g L, 0 ^ x + h < L and by (12) 
there is 
' '« 
(25) Va(t, x,h)^ | | | f\t2, x + h, ua(t2 -a,x + h), va(t2 -a,x + h), 
oo 
wa(t2, x + h - a)] -f[t2,x, ua(t2 - *, x), va(t2 - a, x), wa(t2, x - a)]\ dt2dtt 
f o r 0 < r ^ r , 0 S x | I , 0 < x + ^ I . 
It is: 
\f[t2, x + h, ua(tz - a, x + h), va(t2 - a, x + h), wa(t2, x + h - a)] -
- f[t2, x, ua(t2 - a, x), va(t2 - a, x), w,(t2, x - a)] | < 
< \f[t2, x + h, ua(t2 -a,x + h), v,(t2 -a,x + h), w„(t2,x + h - a)] -
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~f\t2, x, Ua(t2 - a, x), va(t2 - a, x + A), wa(t2, x - a)] | + 
+ I/It2» x, ua(t2 - a, x), t?a(t2 - a, x + A), wa(t2, x - a)] -
-f[t2, x, ua(t2 - a, x), ua(t2 - a, x), wa(t2,x - a)] |. 
For the first term on the right there holds 
(26) £ a>(A) + co[\ ua(t2 - a, x + A) - wa(t2 - a, x) |] + 
+ o>[\ w«(*2> x + A - a) - H>a(t2, x - a) |] ^ 
£ co(h) + co[(l +T)co(h) + \h\(M2 - ^ ( 0 ) + T| ^i(O) | ) + i - M L T
2 | A |] + 
+ co[\h\(M4 + ML)]. 
With regard to (10) and (16) the second term on the right can be writen in the form 
£ \f[h>x, ua, va(t2 - a, x + A), wj - f[t2, x, ua, va(t2 - a, x + A) - <p0(x + A) + 
+ 9l(x) - (t2 - «) (tf (* + *) - tf(*)), wj | + 
+ \f[t2,x,ua,va(t2 - a , x + h)-cpl(x + A) + ^ (x) - (t2 - a)(<?>';(x + A) - cp'^x)), wa] -
- / [ t 2 , x, wa, va(t2 - a, x), wa] | 
£ a>[| 9o(* + A) - ?;(*) + ('2 - «) (<P"i(x + A) - tf (*))] + 
+ gdh> I *>a(t2 - a, x + A) - t?a(t2 -~ a, x) -
~{<P"o(x + h) - <̂ S(x) + (/2 - a) [q>l(x + A) - #(*)]} |] 
.g co[(l + T) co(h)] + gx[t2, Va(t2 - a, x, A)]. 
Hence 
VJLt, x, h) £ I I {a>(A) + a>[(l + T) co(A) + | h | (M2 - ^ (0) + T | ft(0) |) + -b) íí 
+ ^MLT2 i A |]+a>[| | (M4+ML)]+G>[(l + T)0>(A) + g1[r2, Va(*2 - a, x, A)]} x 
x d*2 At j . 
Denoting 
«>iW == co(A) + co [(1 + T) a)(A) +1 A | (M2 - ^ (0 )+ T | fc(0) | ) + y MLT
2 | A |] + 
+ co[\ A | (M4 + ML)] + a>[(l + T)a>(A)] 
there is 
(27) Va(t, x, h) £ y <
2a>.(ft) + f Ig , |> 2 , Va(f2 - a, x, ft)] d<2 dr. 
O 0 
for 0 ^ x ^ JL, 0 g x + h g L, 0 ^ f ^ T and every a > 0. 
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For a > 0, S > 0 let us define the function 
(28) v(t) = v(t, a, S) =-= sup {Va(t, x, h) : 0 = x £ £, 0 S
 x' + A £ 4 f A 1 < fy 
It is v(t) = 0if t S 0. 
From assumptions about the function gi(t, z) and from (27), (28) it follows, that there 
is 
Va(t,x,h)S^t
2wx(S)+ | g i [ r 2 , v ( t 2 - -^a ,5 ) ]d t 2 d t 1 
0 o 
hence 
t - i . _ ; . >.••-„ r . r " , - > ;•:> f s Y ,, 
v(0^4- l 2 f t>i(^)+ f fgi[ t2,v(.2-a)]d.vdf1 . 
0 0 
Let z(t, a, y) be a solution of the equation 
t n 
<t) = - f yt2 4- I I g&t2,z(t2 - oc)Jdt2dtt, 4 ^ + Jjы 
for which z(t, a, y) = zf(f, a, y) = 0 if t ^ 0. 
There is z(t) = v(t) = 0 if t ^ 0. 
We can easy prove that for cot(S) < y and 0 ^ t <* T there is v(t, a, S) < z(t, a, y). 
Since z(t, a, y) -> 0 uniformly as y -» 0, there is also lim v(t, a, S) = 0 as S•+-* 0 
and hence ^ ( r , x, A) -» 0 as S -* 0 uniformly in a, t, x. Therefore the functions 
va(t, x) are equicontinuous in D. Analogously we prove this for the functions wa(t, x). 
Note L If there is gx(t, z) = g2(x, z) = Lz, where L is a constant, then we obtain the 
classic Lipschitz's condition for the existence of solution of the characteristic initial 
problem (1), (2). 
Note 2. In the case the function / is Lipschitz continuous in D also the Picard's 
sequence of functions converge to the solution of (1), (2), if we take uQ(t9 x) as the 
initial function [3]. This result may be generalized. 
3 < + * 
In what follows we denote Dtk = 
* ex'df 
Theorem 2. Consider the problem (1), (2). For (t, x)eD and — oo < u, v, w < oo 
let it hold: 
1. 
\f(t,x,u,v,w)\ £ £ < co . < 
(29) \f(t,x,u,v,w) -f(t,x,u,9,w)\ <.L0(\u - u\ + \v -Q\ + \w- » | ) 
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2. 
(30) : :/(/, x, u, vf w) S f(t, x, u,®,®) if u g ii, v S $, w S ®. 
Let h0(t, x) be an arbitrary upper function of the problem (1), (2), for which (2) is valid. 
Then the sequence of functions hn(t,x) defined by 
K(U x) = u0(t, x) + \f(t2,x2,K-i>D20hn-i,D02hn-1)dx2dx1dt2dt1, ЯÍÍ 
where 
<32) u0(t9 x) = <p0(x) + $0(t) - ij/o(0) + t[<px(x) - <pt(0)] + x[\l/t(t) - ^(0)] - txil/KO) 
with the initial function h0(t, x) is a sequence of upper functions which for (t, x)eD 
converges to the solution of (1), (2). 
Proof. First we prove that the (31) is a convergent sequence of upper functions. 
By the assumption there is 
D22A0(t, x) >f(t, x, h0, D20A0, D02h0) 
A0(0, x) == <p0(x), D01A0(0, x) = <px(x) 
h0(t, 0) = ^0(0, D10A0(t, 0) = ^(f) . 
Hence 
t f l X Xi 
h0(t, x) ^ u0(t, x) + f(h,x2,h0, D20h0, D02h0)dx2 dxx dt2 dtx = hx(tt x), 
o o o o 
t *l 
D70h0(t, x) 2E D20M0(f, x) + f(t2, x, h0, D20Ao, D02A0)df2 dtx = D20K(t9 x), 
X Xi 
D02h0(t, x) ^ D02«0(*, x) + f(t, x2, h0, D20A0, D02h0)dx2dxx = D02ht(t, x). 
Let hn £* A»-i» D20A„ S D20hn^l9 D02hn ^ -D0A-i, then from (30) it follows 
immediately 
AM+i ^ hn9 D20hn+1 S D20An, *VA+i -S D02A„. 
Hence for every natural /i it is: 
- ^ 3 * . - i , D^A,, = D a A - i .
 D o A g D o A - ! , 
f(t, x, hn, D 2 A , D 0 A) ^/( t , x, A,,.!, D%oK-i, D o A ^ ) = D 2 A , 
A„(0, x) = w0(0, x) = q>0(x), DoA(0, x) =-= D01w0(0, x) = ^(x), 
U A C 0) = u0(t, 0) ** ̂ r0(0, DioA^t, 0) « D10u0(t, 0) - <px(t), 
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so that in D the functions A„(t, x) e C*(D) form a decreasing bounded sequence of 
upper functions. In a compact domain a decreasing bounded sequence is convergent. 
For the same reason there are convergent in D the sequences {D20hm(t, x)}9 
{D02hn(t9 x)}. 
Prove that the uniform convergence of these sequences follows from the Lipschitz 
continuity. 
From the continuity of functions/, <p09 <px, \j/09 \l/t for (t9 x) e D it follows 
| / | £A, \u0-h0\^M9 | D20u0 - D20A0 | g M, | D02u0 - D02h0 \ £ M9 
\h0\^H9 \D20h0\£H9 \D02h0\£H9 if (t9x)eD 
where A > 0, H > 0, M > 0 are available constants. 
If we define 2K = max {2, (L + T)2} and if the L0 is the Lipschitz constant of the 
(29) it is easy to prove that for every natural n ̂  1 and for (t9 x)eD there holds 
\K(t,x) - U t - ) l i M^~^-({ + x)2""2 + ̂ " W ^ ' + * > * • 
I D20h,(t, x) - D20A._i('. x) | £ M & ^ - ( ( + x )
2 - 2 + 







) 2 ) ! <f + x ) 2 " " 2 + 
a. -4 (3L0K)
W
 /tf v2ll 
+ 3L0 (2n)!
 l f + X ; * 
Hence it follows that sequences {AM}, {D^AJ, {D^A,,} are uniformly convergent in D. 
Since the functions An, D20AII, D^A,, are continuous in D9 their limits are also con-
tinuous in D so that the limit of the sequence {AJ is the solution of (1), (2). 
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